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Designing Buildings Wiki

Featured articles and news

Rethinking IAQ

A fresh look at air requirements for indoor spaces.

A BREEAM first in the
USA 
Montgomery County
recognises BREEAM for
building tax credits.

Assessing damp 
Despite a plethora of
techniques, none are
completely effective.

Brick bonding 
A quick overview of types
and terminology.

Types of land 
From amberfield to pink
zone, how many types of
land do you know?

Repairing historic buildings

The fine line between propping up and reconstruction.

 

Around the web

Herald Scotland, Nov 9 
Neglecting climate change
could jeopardise Scottish
infrastructure and lives.

tci, Nov 6 
Builders’ licence campaign
collapses.

ECA, Nov 5 
ECA calls for tougher action
on fair payment.

The Guardian, Nov 9 
Turning moon dust into
building materials.

Construction Manager,
Nov 9 
HSE enforcement and
prohibition notices fall by
32%.

SCN, Nov 9 
Construction begins on new
Port of Leith distillery.

Gov.uk, Nov 5 
Hammersmith is to get a
bridge replacement ferry.

ArchDaily, Nov 9 
Experiencing architecture at
eye level.

7.5 million people use Designing Buildings Wiki to find construction industry
knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you. 
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